Analysis of the multi-segmental postural movement strategies utilized in bipedal, tandem and one-leg stance as quantified by a principal component decomposition of marker coordinates.
Postural control research describes ankle-, hip-, or multi-joint strategies as mechanisms to control upright posture. The objectives of this study were, first, development of an analysis technique facilitating a direct comparison of the structure of such multi-segment postural movement patterns between subjects; second, comparison of the complexity of postural movements between three stances of different difficulty levels; and third, investigation of between-subject differences in the structure of postural movements and of factors that may contribute to these differences. Twenty-nine subjects completed 100-s trials in bipedal (BP), tandem (TA) and one-leg stance (OL). Their postural movements were recorded using 28 reflective markers distributed over all body segments. These marker coordinates were interpreted as 84-dimensional posture vectors, normalized, concatenated from all subjects, and submitted to a principal component analysis (PCA) to extract principal movement components (PMs). The PMs were characterized by determining their relative contribution to the subject's entire postural movements and the smoothness of their time series. Four, eight, and nine PM were needed to represent 90% of the total variance in BP, TA, and OL, respectively, suggesting that increased task difficulty is associated with increased complexity of the movement structure. Different subjects utilized different combinations of PMs to control their posture. In several PMs, the relative contribution of a PM to a subject's overall postural movements correlated with the smoothness of the PM's time series, suggesting that utilization of specific postural PMs may depend on the subject's ability to control the PM's temporal evolution.